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UNDERSTANDING “LEAK DOWN” 
 
Once a hydraulic scissors lift is raised, it holds a vertical elevation by restricting the oil from passing back to the 
reservoir, assuming there are no external leaks.  Whatever “weepage” of oil occurs by the cylinder seals, check 
valve or lowering valve will allow the lift to gradually leak down. 
 
It takes sophisticated and very expensive valves to maintain near zero leakage rates.  Since most industrial 
lifts  do not demand zero leak down (and most user’s wouldn’t want to pay the price) a certain amount of 
downward drift (leak down) is considered acceptable, or normal. 
 
The ANSI standard allows ¾” drift per hour (on 36” travel).  We think that is a bit excessive.  We have set our 
standard much higher. Our Southworth standard is to hold downward drift or leakdown to a maximum of 3/16” 
per hour on all lifts.  

 
 

Maximum Leakdown - 3/16” Per Hour  
 
 

Some other things to appreciate about leak down  
 

 3/16” is maximum drift, most  standard lifts don’t exhibit noticeable leak down and are well within  
tolerance,  but there is no guarantee from lift to lift. 

 
 Holding maximum drift to 3/16” is as little ½ drop of oil per minute on some lifts. 

 
 The cylinder’s stroke is not linear to lifts’ vertical travel.  At the very bottom and the very top of the lift’s 

travel, the cylinder stroke is minimal.  Consequently, a lift is more likely to have a drift at these 
elevations. 

 
 Higher travel and larger capacity lifts are less sensitive to leakdown. They require more displacement of 

oil to raise and therefore less sensitive to “drips per hour” to leak down. The reverse is unfortunately 
true also: the smallest, light duty lifts may be highly sensitive to leak down. 

 
 As the oil warms and thins out, lowering the viscosity, a lift is more likely to show drift. 

 
 
If an application requires a lift to hold an elevation, without drift, for an extended period of time it must be addressed prior 
to the sale.  A drift resistant valve package is available, at extra cost, for most lifts (see Tech Sheet H-2). 


